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WHY WE DO IT: Service Beyond The Group Ensures That AA
Will Be Here For The Alcoholic Not Yet In The Door
“We were sitting in a workshop at our area assembly on a Sunday morning. It was my
first experience at an assembly, and I was wondering, Why are we here? I was not
feeling well. I was in pain, exhausted and feeling sorry for myself. The workshop was
entitled “The Concepts: Why We Have Them and Why They Work.” I was there only
because of my DCM’s suggestion. I had tried to read the Concepts once, but they were a
distant third to the Steps and Traditions in the competition for this alcoholic’s heart and
attention. So I sipped my coffee and mentally grumbled. It was a miracle I was there at
all, I thought. Twenty-four years earlier, at age 44, I had come into the rooms desperate
and defeated. AA welcomed and hooked me, and I was on the path to a sober life.
I had found AA while living in a small, rural town. I made coffee, was the ham group
treasurer and tried to be of service on a local level. I had no idea that we lived in a
‘district’ within an ‘area’ of an overall AA structure. Our Seventh Tradition money went
only for rent, coffee and literature. I had never heard of GSRs and DCMs until my wife,
also in recovery, and I moved to Virginia many years later.
In the meantime, our youngest child, born into a sober home, had gone off to college and
progressed rapidly into the disease he had inherited from both of us. He came home after
his first semester defeated by the disease, and tried to get sober in local meetings, but
relapsed and asked to go into a rehab. The recovery community of AA, and the TwelveStep rehab program he entered, saved my child’s life, just as AA had saved my life, the
life of my wife and the lives of all of us in AA. But as I sat and grumbled in that
workshop I was far away from any gratitude.
The workshop leader, Susan C., a former delegate, was reading from a speech given in
1954 at the opening of the General Service Conference and printed in the A.A. Service
Manual: ‘We may not need a General Service conference to ensure our own recovery. we
do need it to ensure the recovery of the alcoholic who still stumbles in the darkness one
short block from this room. We need it to ensure the recovery of a child being born
tonight, destined for alcoholism. We need it to provide, in keeping with our Twelfth Step,
a permanent haven for all alcoholics who, in the ages ahead, can find in AA that rebirth
that has brought us back to life.’
Those words, read aloud, were like a hand reaching in and yanking me out of my selfpity (and I have no doubt whose hand that was). I welled up with tears of gratitude,
thinking of my wife and son, knowing that our son had been that ‘child being born
tonight, destined for alcoholism.’ And I knew it in my heart.
Susan continued reading the eloquent words from that speech: ‘We need it because we,
more than all others, are conscious of the devastating effect of the human urge for power
and prestige which we must ensure can never invade AA. … We need it so that
Alcoholics Anonymous, and Alcoholics Anonymous alone, is the ultimate repository of
its Twelve Steps, its Twelve Traditions, and all of its services. …We need it to ensure that
changes within AA come only as a response to the needs and the wants of all AA, and
not of any few. We need it to ensure that the doors of the halls of AA never have locks on
them, so that all people for all time who have an alcoholic problem may enter these halls
unmasked and feel welcome. We need it to ensure that Alcoholics Anonymous never asks
of anyone who needs us what his or her race is, what his or her creed is, what his or her
social position is.’
I sat there and thought that I must do everything I can to strengthen and maintain our
Steps, Traditions and Concepts. I’m responsible to be of service to this divine gift, this
radically democratic and loving program of AA. I’m responsible to do what I can to
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The Triangle is anonymity
protected. All A.A. members are
identified by first name and last
initial only.
“If I were asked which of our
blessings I felt was most
responsible for our growth as a
fellowship and most vital to our
continuity, I would say, the
‘Concept of Anonymity.’” Bill’s
last message read by Lois, 1970
Annual New York Intergroup
Dinner
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Tradition Five Snip-it
Each group has but one primary purpose
—to carry its message to the alcoholic
who still suffers.
“We think we should do one thing well
rather than many things to which we are not
called. That is the central idea of this
Tradition. Our society gathers in unity
around this concept. The very life of our
fellowship requires its preservation.
‘Shoemaker, stick to thy last’ is no dull
cliché for Alcoholics Anonymous. Together
we have found a substantial remedy for a
terrible malady. Of course we might interest
ourselves in fields of education, research,
neurosis, and the like. But, as a society,
should we? Our experience says that we
definitely should not. We can and we do
help, as individuals, in those fields. That is
good. But, as a fellowship, we know that
we must not be diverted. It is our
experience as alcoholics that makes us of
unique value on our sector of the total
alcoholic front. We can approach sufferers
as no on else can. Therefore, the strongest
kind of moral and ethical compulsion is
upon us to do this and nothing more.” Reprinted from A.A. Come of Age, p.106, with
permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

“We saw that the more A.A. minded its own
business the greater its general influence
would become. Medicine and religion and
psychiatry began to borrow some of our
ideas and experience. So did research,
rehabilitation, and education. All sorts of
therapeutic groups began to spring up. They
dealt with gambling, divorce, delinquency,
dope addiction, mental illness, and the like.
They, too, borrow from A.A., but they made
their own adaptations. They worked their
own fields, and we did not have to endorse
them or tell them how to live. Our influence
has not been confined just to these fields. It
is beginning now to be general. It crops out
in political and business life. People who
know alcoholics and their families are
deeply affected. The very developments
that we once wanted to force have begun to
take place of themselves. Today we
understand and accept this paradox: The
more A.A. sticks to its primary purpose, the
greater will be its helpful influence
everywhere.” - Reprinted from A.A. Come of Age,
p.109, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

Have you imposed on any AA member
for a special favor or consideration
simply because you are a fellow
alcoholic?
AAGrapveine.org has the Traditions
Checklist. Take it to your group. Engage
with your sponsor. Challenge a sponsee.

support Grapevine and GSO. I’m responsible to do what I can to ensure that AA is
there for my grandchildren and great-grandchildren and generations to come who may
be destined for alcoholism. I want them to be able to crawl, someday if they need to,
into the arms of AA.” - David T. Charlottesville, Virginia, Copyright © (May, 2016) A.A. Grapevine,
Inc. Reprinted with permission.

“AS OUR FELLOWSHIP NOW ENTERED ITS PERIOD OF RAPID
GROWTH, the Traditions of AA gradually took form. The Twelve Traditions
communicate our principles of unity as the Twelve Steps communicate our principles
of recovery. The Traditions show how an AA member can best relate himself to his
group, the group to other groups, and AA as a whole to the world around us. They
show what AA membership is; they reveal AA’s experience in matters of authority and
money; they guard against compromising alliances, professionals, and our very natural
desires for personal public acclaim. The Twelve Traditions were slowly evolved
during an era when large-scale publicity was causing new groups to spring up like
popcorn on a hot griddle. Many a power-driven ego ran hog-wild among us those
days, and it was the Traditions that finally brought order, coherence, and effective
functioning out of the noisy anarchy which for a time threatened us with collapse.
The Traditions are neither rules, regulations, nor laws. No sanctions or punishments
can be invoked for their infraction. Perhaps in no other area of society would these
principles succeed. Yet in this Fellowship of alcoholics, the unenforceable Traditions
carry a power grater than that of law. For years now, we have seldom seen a serious
departure from them. The example of the very few who have persistently ignored
them has not caused others to follow suit. We obey our traditions willingly because of
the need for AA survival. We obey them because we ought to and because we want to.
Perhaps the secret of their power lies in the fact that these life-giving communications
spring out of living experience and are rooted in sacrificial love.” - Reprinted from
Language of the Heart, p. 248, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

TRADITION FIVE - April 1948
“Says the old proverb, ‘Shoemaker, stick to they last.’ Trite, yes. But very true for us
of AA. How well we need to heed the principle that it is better to do one thing
supremely well than many things badly.
Because it has now become plain enough that only a recovered alcoholic can do much
for a sick alcoholic, a tremendous responsibility has descended upon us all, an
obligation so great that it amounts to a sacred trust. For to our kind, those who suffer
alcoholism, recovery is a matter of life or death. So the Society of Alcoholics
Anonymous cannot, it dare not, ever be diverted from its primary purpose.
Temptations to do otherwise will come aplenty. Seeing fine works afoot in the field of
alcohol, we shall be sorely tempted to loan out the name and credit of Alcoholics
Anonymous to them; as a movement we shall be beset to finance and endorse other
causes. Should our present success continue, people will commence to assert that AA
is a brand-new way of life, maybe a new religion, capable of saving the world. We
shall be told it is our bounden duty to show modern society how it ought to live.
Oh, how very attractive these projects and ideas can be! How flattering to imagine that
we might be chosen to demonstrate that olden mystic promise: ‘The first shall be last
and the last shall be first.’ fantastic, you say. Yet some of our well-wishers have begun
to say such things.
Fortunately, most of us are convinced that these are perilous speculations, alluring
ingredients of that new heady wine we are now being offered, each bottle marked
‘Success’!
Of this subtle vintage may we never drink too deeply. May we never forget that we
live by the grace of God — on borrowed time; that anonymity is better than acclaim;
that for us as a movement poverty is better than wealth.
And may we reflect with ever deepening conviction, that we shall never be at our best
except when we hew only to the primary spiritual aim of AA. That of carrying its
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message to the alcoholic who still suffers alcoholism.” - Reprinted from Language of the
Heart, p. 82, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

SOMETIMES VERY SLOWLY: It took her 30 years, but General Service
made her fall in love with AA all over again
“When I was two years sober, I became a GSR (General Service Representative) for
my home group. I went to our district meeting, got a headache from it and quit my
commitment. After that I became active in Hospitals and Institutions work, went on
Twelfth Step calls and had other commitments in my home group.
Then many years later, at 19 years sober, I thought maybe I had enough sobriety to
try this “GSR thing” again. I got elected, went to the district meeting and again got
a headache and a resentment. So I quit again, deciding that this type of service was
just not for me.
When I was 30 years sober, through a series of “coincidences,” I was assigned to
write an article each month on the Twelve Concepts for World Service for our local
Intergroup’s newsletter.
My first response was, “The what?” Writing articles on the Twelve Concepts was
not my plan! In fact, I was a little disgruntled about the whole idea. But being a
good AA member, I grudgingly agreed.
I knew little or nothing about our Concepts. So I got the illustrated version of the
Concepts and began my study. I bought a copy of our AA Service Manual and read
about one Concept each month as I wrote the articles. As the year went by, I wanted
more information. I had been such a dismal failure as a GSR that I wasn’t sure I
wanted to try it again. However the more I read the Service Manual, the more I felt
an urge to try again. Then I actually got excited by the idea. I mentioned to a few
people that I was thinking about becoming a GSR. They all just looked at me funny.
Finally, in December at my home group’s elections, I volunteered to be our GSR.
I started to go to district meetings. I met lots of people I didn’t know, even though I
had been active in AA in my area for a long time. I also ran into people I had known
but hadn’t seen in years. Then I went to some area meetings and started meeting
people from all over our large area.
Then one day, by another series of “coincidences,” I was asked to attend PRAASA
(Pacific Region AA Service Assembly) for our district. I think I was now catching
the fever because I actually said yes, I would attend. At PRAASA I met people from
all over our region and heard delegates, trustees and other AA members sharing
about our program. I realized that all of these people were at PRAASA, in the area
meeting and the district meetings, because they love Alcoholics Anonymous.
Somewhere in this process, I too fell in love with AA all over again. I hadn’t
realized it, but I had reached a plateau in my recovery, an all-too-comfortable place
in my sobriety. I had been just cruising. But now General Service had got me going.
I’ve been in General Service for many years now and I attend all the assemblies and
events that I can. It keeps me feeling that love for alcoholics in the rooms.
When I hear someone telling another member that General Service is not for
everyone, I smile inside and think…maybe it’s not for everyone at a particular given
time. Sometimes we come to things quickly. Or in my case, sometimes very very
slowly.” - Nancy H. Laguna Woods, California, Copyright © (May, 2019) A.A. Grapevine, Inc.
Reprinted with permission

W.C Regional Forum, August 16th - 18th, 2019, Grand Forks, ND
Did you know A.A.’s West Central Regional Forum is coming up this August in
Grand Forks, North Dakota? Forums are a fantastic opportunity to meet Directors
and staff of the General Service Office (GSO) and learn more about what A.A. is
doing and how things work at GSO. There will be presentations and workshops
with topics ranging from A.A. Around the World to discussing local issues in our
districts, areas, and groups. And of course, our main reason for coming together, one

WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL SERVICE
CONFERENCE 2020
The West Central Regional Service
Conference will be held in Billings, February
28th, 29th, and March 1st, 2020. We ask you
all to take the leap and join us. Online
registration is now available. We are hoping
to get conference attendees registered starting
now. We have several ways to be of Service
during the event, including hospitality and
welcoming groups at our four host hotels. We
hope you will join us in Billings.

Pay for Your Newsletter
Online!
Groups are encouraged to be
self-supporting for their
Triangle subscriptions. You
can pay online at aamontana.org or you can mail
in your subscription to Area 40
Triangle, P.O. Box 852,
Milltown, MT 59851.
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Concept Five Bite
Throughout our structure, a
traditional “Right of Appeal”
ought to prevail, so that
minority opinion will be heard
and personal grievances receive
careful consideration.
“In granting this traditional ‘Right
of Appeal,’ we recognize that
minorities frequently can be right;
that even when they are partly or
wholly in error they still perform a
most valuable service when, by
asserting their ‘Right of Appeal,’
they compel a thorough-going
debate on important issues. The
well-heard minority, therefore, is
our chief protection against an
uninformed, misinformed, hasty or
angry majority.” - Reprinted from The
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alcoholic talking to another alcoholic. “Spiritual Principles, Practical Experience:
Communication—one alcoholic talking to another—is the vital link for all of us in A.A.
Regional Forums create another important link in that chain. Whether it is a one-on-one chat
during a coffee break, asking a question at the microphone during a Sharing Session, or just
absorbing information, each member’s attendance at these Forums helps to further our primary
purpose—staying sober and helping other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.” - Reprinted from 2019 West
Central Regional Forum Registration Form, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

Area 40 Fall Assembly, September 13th - 15th, 2019, Great Falls, MT
The Fall Assembly is coming up this September. More information will be offered in the next
Triangle issue on what we’ll be discussing at the assembly. Check with your group about
sending your General Service Representative (GSR) to the assembly, so your group can be
informed and vote on local Area 40 issues. “In the beginning, general service assemblies were
held only to elect committee officers and the delegate to the Conference meeting, and without
such meetings, there might be no area service structure today. Now, assembly meetings consider
a variety of issues, from General Service conference business to area problems and solutions
and financial affairs, while sharing sessions, public information programs, workshops, and
video programs keep A.A. strong and participation in service growing.” - Reprinted from The A.A.
Service Manual, p. S36, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

A.A. Service Manual, p. 20, with
permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

What's a DCM?: Learning the Ropes From a Service Sponsor Has Made Her a More
Grateful AA.
“I’ve been in and around AA for more than 20 years, and I had never heard the term service
sponsor until just a few years ago. As it turned out, I already had a service sponsor—I just
didn’t know it. Probably if I had read the entire pamphlet “Questions and Answers on
Sponsorship” I would have seen it.
So how is service sponsorship different from recovery sponsorship? Recovery sponsorship is
helping an individual with their personal recovery, working the Twelve Steps and all that goes
with that. Service sponsorship is one alcoholic sharing his service experience with another
alcoholic, showing him how to practice the Third Legacy of Service by being in service in AA.
A service sponsor usually begins by encouraging the member to become active in his or her
home group: greeting, doing the coffee, being in charge of literature, cleaning up, attending
business or intergroup meetings—or whatever the home group might need. Hopefully, a good
service sponsor recognizes the responsibility of showing the newcomer the different types of
service there are: things like setting up for meetings, working on committees and participating
in conferences. Sponsors also want to help their sponsees to understand the distinction between
serving the needs of the Fellowship and meeting the personal needs of another AA member.
We all have different strengths in different areas when doing service. Not all sponsees will have
the desire to do certain types of service. A service sponsor could help them find tasks
appropriate to their skills and interests. Whatever the level of service, the bottom line is about
sharing the overall responsibilities of AA.
When looking for a service sponsor, you’d probably want to look for someone who knows
something about the history of AA and has a strong background in service, someone familiar
with the Traditions, Concepts and Warranties, as well as the AA Service Manual: Twelve
Concepts for World Service, AA Comes of Age and the like.
Manual, p. 21, with permission of A.A.
In my case, a member (who now is my service sponsor) suggested that the teleservice in our
World Services, Inc.
area really could use my help. I agreed that I could probably help organize it, but I explained
Does your group encourage the how busy I was with my commitments at the group level. Before I knew it, I was sitting at the
minority opinion? Your district? intergroup meeting, being voted in as the teleservice coordinator. Two years later, through no
Has your group experienced the planning of my own, I became recording secretary for intergroup.
“tyranny of the majority” or the Throughout this time my service sponsor suggested that I attend local events like Unity Day
“tyranny of the minority”?
and intergroup picnics. I never just ‘attended’ anything; I always seemed to have a commitment
or responsibility at each of those events. And it was never ‘could I?’ or ‘would I be interested in
Get the Concept Checklist at
helping with this or that?’ It was always ‘What time are you planning to be there?’ or ‘They
aa.org.
could sure use some help’ with this or that.
Eventually I found myself at conferences, and started to experience recovery and service in a
much larger way. Somewhere in all of this, my service sponsor started a literature/service
“Strictly speaking, a democracy
operates on the will of the
majority, no matter how slim that
majority may be. So when making
special concessions to the feelings
and the often-demonstrated
wisdom of minorities, we
occasionally may deny
democracy’s cherished principle of
final decision by a simple majority
vote. Nevertheless we actually
have found that our Third Legacy
method of electing Delegates has
much strengthened the spirit of
democracy among us. Unity has
been cemented, cooperation has
been increased, and when the
Delegate is finally chosen, no
discontented minority can trail in
his wake. To increase the actual
spirit of democracy by special
deference to minority opinion is,
we think, better than to follow
blindly the rule which always
insists on an unqualified
dominance by a slight majority
vote.” - Reprinted from The A.A. Service
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meeting. We started by reading the AA Service Manual.
Fortunately, it was only an hour meeting, because 30 minutes
into it my head would be swimming and I had to tell them to
just go on without me, that I’d try and catch up later.
And then it happened: I was at the NCCAA (Northern
California Conference Committee of AA) conference in
Auburn, California, and, as I was sitting there listening to the
panels on Saturday, all of a sudden the lightbulb went on and
it all started coming together. “Oh, that’s what that means” or
“That’s what that stands for.” I’m referring to the AA
abbreviations: GSR, DCM, GSO, minority opinion, districts,
area, delegate, trustees and on and on. I started to understand
all that we had been reading and discussing in the past year. It
was for me a spiritual awakening, and I’ve never been the
same since.
When my stint was up as recording secretary for intergroup, I
became the general service representative (GSR) for my
morning group. I’m in my second year of that service
commitment and am so looking forward to going through the
whole process with the upcoming panel. I had the opportunity
to observe the election process for our area last winter. What
an experience it was to watch the two-thirds majority process
in action and the names going in the hat, all them knowing
that there is an ultimate authority, a loving God as he
expresses himself through our group conscience.
I’m still learning about the Three Legacies of Recovery, Unity
and Service, and it always seems that just when I’m figuring
out the position it’s time to give it up. But I’ve also come to
appreciate the principle of rotation, which not only allows us
as individuals to move on in service, but also allows the newer
members to experience the joy of service. It also helps us to
understand that no one should hold on to a position of trust for
so long that we—or others—begin to brand it [our] position,
or perhaps even [our] group.
The greatest thing a service sponsor can do is lead by
example. It’s called walking the walk not just talking the talk.
I’ve been very blessed to have a sponsor who does just that.
He has never asked me to take on anything that he has not or
would not do himself. But probably the greatest gift I’ve
received is to have inherited his enthusiasm for general
service. When a newcomer walks through the door he says,
“That could be our future delegate.” Bottom line is most of us
owe our sobriety to the fact that someone else took a special
interest in us and was willing to share the gift of sobriety and
service. I’m happy to say that all of the women I work with
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are in service at all levels. I firmly believe that it must be passed on;
and it begins with me.
I can’t even begin to tell you the personal growth I’ve experienced
because of being in service. I’m no longer that guilt-ridden, fearfilled drunk who had no purpose. Who would have imagined that I
would be sharing this with you today? I’m so grateful to those who
came before me and, through their service sponsorship, made sure
that AA would be here for me—and all those to follow.” - Susan K.,
Fresno, California, Copyright © (Feb., 2015) A.A. Grapevine, Inc. Reprinted with
permission

“REGARDING ANY PARTICULAR SERVICE, we need to ask
only one question: ‘Is this or that Service really needed?” If it is
not, then let it be eliminated. But if it is needed, then maintain it we
must or fail in our mission to those who want and seek A.A. For
twenty years now we A.A.’s have been trying to determine what are
needed services and what are not. As I tell the story of the growth
of A.A.’s services, I hope that the vision of our Third Legacy will
come clear.
Let’s begin with my own sponsor, Ebby. When Ebby heard how
serious my drinking was, he resolved to visit me. He was in new
York; I was in Brooklyn. His resolve was not enough; he had to
take action and spend money. He called me on the phone and then
got into the subway; total cost, ten cents. At the level of the
telephone booth and subway turnstile, spirituality and money began
to mix. One without the other would have amounted to nothing at
all. Right then and there, Ebby established the principle that A.A. in
action calls for the sacrifice of much time and little money.
Now let us have a look at one of these little meetings we held
during that first summer in Akron. We gathered in Dr. Bob’s living
room. Anne made her home ready for us, so we had shelter over our
heads. There was some expense for coffee, and Dr. Bob paid it. If
Anne and Dr. Bob had not given these hospitable services, no
meeting could have been held.
As the Akron meeting got larger, it moved over to the house of T.
Henry and Clarace Williams. They purchased a lot of extra chairs,
served many suppers, and stood for much wear and tear on their
house too. We alcoholics did not pay a cent. T. Henry and Clarace
sacrificed a great amount of time and some money. If they had not
done so, there could not have been any meeting.
In these obvious examples I think we can see what the test of an
A.A. service really is. Whether it is a book, a translation, a service
conference, or a twentieth anniversary convention, the principle is
the same; the test is identical: Do we need this particular service or
do we not? That is the only question.” - Reprinted from Alcoholics
Anonymous Comes of Age, p. 140, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

A CALL TO ACTION!
We need your experience, strength, and hope! Please send us
short articles—400 words or less—on Bridging the Gap (BTG).
Please submit no later than July 28th via email to
triangle@aa-montana.org. Are you a BTG rep? Did you get to
AA because of BTG? Have you helped with BTG? Inquiring
minds want to know!!
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AREA 40 TRIANGLE CROSSWORD
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Down:

Across:

1.

The 2021 West Central Regional Forum will

2.

How many times does Area 40's assembly

3.

be held in what city?
This meeting is made up of GSRs and the

5.

meet in a year?
An election assembly is every ________

area committee.

years.

4.

The next Area 40 assembly will be held in
what month?

7.

What Montana city is the 2020 West Central
Regional Service Conference being held in?

6.

What's the name of Area 40's newsletter?

9.

Can any A.A. member attend an area

8.

What city is the next West Central Regional
Forum being held in?

assembly?
10. The next Area 40 assembly will be held in
what city?

Literature: A.A. Service Manual (2018-2020 Ed.) Hint: S34 - S44 — Happy Hunting!!
(Some answers are not in the Service Manual. Check out the Triangle or ask an Old Timer.)
®

Keep a look out for the next Area 40 Triangle for the Build
answers!
your own custom worksheet at education.com/worksheet-generator
© 2007 - 2019 Education.com
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Need a flier for your group?
Check out aa-montana.org

UPCOMING EVENTS
July 2019
July 12th - 14th ☛ 2019 Cooney Campout, Red Lodge Arm Campsite, Cooney Dam
July 20th ☛ District 71 Delegate Picnic, Copper Mountain Park, Butte, MT
July 27th ☛ District 72 Delegate Report, Fellowship Hall, Bozeman, MT @ 3:30 p.m.
August 2019
August 1st - 4th ☛ Every Bay Campout, Emery Bay, Kalispell, MT
August 8th - 10th ☛ Swan Lake Campout, Swan Lake Campground, Swan Lake, MT
August 9th - 11th ☛ Fireman’s Point Campout, Fireman’s Point, Columbus, MT
August 16th - 18th ☛ West Central Regional Forum, Alerus Center, Grand Forks, ND
August 23rd - 25th ☛ Havre Mini-conference, Havre, MT
September 2019
September 6th - 7th ☛ Fellowship at the Falls, Great Falls, MT
September 13th - 15th ☛ Fall Area Assembly, Holiday Inn, Great Falls, MT

STOP THE PRESSES!!
The 2021 West Central
Regional Forum will be held at
the Hilton Garden Inn in
Missoula!
Save the date
September 10th - 12th, 2021

October 2019
October 11th - 13th, 2019 Fall Roundup, Holiday Inn Downtown, Missoula, MT
2019
WEST CENTRAL

2019 West Central Regional Forum
Registration opens Wednesday, June 12, 2019
To receive email notification when registration is open:

2019 COONEY CAMPOUT
July 12th-14th

Alerus Center

1200 South 42nd Street
Grand Forks, ND 58201
(701) 792-1200

• Fill out the below and mail to G.S.O. to arrive by June 7, 2019.

At Cooney Dam, Red Lodge Arm Campsite

General Service Office, P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station, NY, NY 10163
Attn: Maria Morales-Lamm

District 12’s Fireman’s Point Campout

BRING YOUR TENT! BRING YOUR CAMPER!

August 9th, 10th, 11th 2019

BRING THE FAMILY! SLEEP UNDER THE STARS!

Friday

ENJOY SUNLIGHT OF THE SPIRIT!

Saturday

6 pm Fourth Annual Spam Cook-off

Name

August 16-18, 2019

Email

Information provided is confidential and will only be used for this Regional Forum

5:30 pm Pot Luck & BBQ

Speaker Meeting at 8 pm

Speaker Meeting 8pm

Friday: 6:30pm - 10pm

HOTEL RESERVATION INFORMATION
2019 WEST CENTRAL Regional Forum
August 16-18, 2019

Friday Night Campfire Meeting: 8 pm
AA Speaker: Brandon M. Billings; Area 40 webmaster

Saturday Morning Meeting: 8 am

AA Speaker: Cindy D. Greta Falls

Ala-non Speaker: TBA

Saturday Evening: Potluck Dinner 7:00 pm Burgers, hot dogs and
brats provided by Intergroup, please bring another entrée or side
dishes.

Silent Auction & 50/50 Raffle (after sober bike run)

Saturday Evening Campfire Meeting: Sunset

Resentment Burning: after Saturday speaker Meeting

Go to Cooney Reservoir www.reserveamerica.com to book a campsite on the Red
Lodge Arm

hotel group
code

427139

Rate cutoff date: July 16, 2019

Sunday’s Fabulous Breakfast at 9a.m.

Hotel Reservations can be made by phone: (701) 772-8404
or (888) 332-2623 no later than July 16, 2019.

Provided by and cooked by District 11!!!!
Sunday, time TBA; the Delegates Report

Directions: Cooney State Park is located 22 miles southwest of Laurel on U.S. 212, then 8 miles
west of Boyd on county road. Or, south of Columbus 4 miles to Shane Creek Road then 14 miles
east.

Canad Inns Destination Centre
Grand Forks
1000 South 42nd Street
Grand Forks, ND 58201
(701) 772-8404/(888) 332-2623

Fun and games for the entire family

District 12 will provide meat for BBQ, Coffee and Water for the weekend
For more information call Gennifer Y. @ 321-2045

Sample SCHEDULE of Events

For ASL Interpretation please contact G.S.O.: regionalforums@aa.org.

10 am SOB Poker Run

Prizes for Top Three Recipes

Tentative Schedule:

This Photo by Unknown
Author is licensed under CC
BY-NC-ND

REGIONAL FORUM

• Go to aa.org and click on Regional Forums Information, then
Hotel Details and more, and fill out the form; or
• Contact Maria Morales-Lamm at moralesm@aa.org or

Saturday: 9am - 9:45pm

FRIDAY
12:00 - close
6:30-6:45 pm
7:00-8:30 pm
8:30-8:45 pm
8:45-9:15 pm
9:15-10:00 pm

SATURDAY
9:00am - close
9:00-10:00 am
10:00-10:15 am
10:15-11:00 am
11:00-12:00 pm
12:00-1:30 pm
1:30-2:30 pm

Sunday: 9am - 12pm

SATURDAY (Continued)
Registration
First-Timer Welcome
Opening Session
Break
Video
General Sharing

2:30-3:15 pm
3:15-3:30 pm
3:30-4:00 pm
4:00-5:00 pm
5:00-7:00 pm
7:00-8:15 pm
8:15-8:30 pm
8:30-9:45 pm

Registration
SUNDAY
AA Grapevine
9:00 - 10:00 am
Break
10:00-10:30 am
General Sharing
Delegates’ Presentations 10:30-10:45 am
10:45-11:30 am
Lunch*
11:30- Noon
G.S.O. Presentations

Ask-It Basket
Break
Finance Presentation
General Sharing
Dinner*
Workshops
Break
Workshops
General Sharing
First Timer Sharing
Break
Past Trustees’ Sharing
Closing Remarks

* Meals are on your own

REGISTRATION Information

Room rates:
King or queen bed, $139.00 plus tax.
For special room rate use hotel group code: 427139

There is no charge to attend Regional Forums. Please pre-register to support GSO
with event preparation. You can always register on-site. To pre-register online, go
to www.aa.org. All who register will receive a Final Forum Report.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT: Lydia @ (703) 400-1897, Mal T. (406) 861-2146, or Katherine
(406) 697-2466.

Need to contact your Area 40 Chairs?
Area 40 Delegate
Paul L. delegate@aa-montana.org

Literature
Grant M. literature@aa-montana.org

Area Chair/Alt. Delegate
Connie R. chair@aa-montana.org

Public Information
Sabrina C. pi@aa-montana.org

Secretary
Brynn C. secretary@aa-montana.org

Treatment
Steve S. treatment@aa-montana.org

2. Who takes over when a DCM resigns or is unable
to serve? Alternate DCM

Treasurer
Ashley J. treasurer@aa-montana.org

Triangle Editor
Catherine B. triangle@aa-montana.org

4. Is a district made up of a set number of groups? No

Archives
Kacie N. archives@aa-montana.org

Advisor (non-voting)
Gerry R. advisor@aa-montana.org

Cooperation with the
Professional Community (CPC)
Terry T. cpc@aa-montana.org

Archivist (non-voting)
Earl F. archivist@aa-montana.org

AREA 40 TRIANGLE CROSSWORD ANSWERS

Grapevine
Shawn N. grapevine@aa-montana.org

March Answers
1. DCM elections should take place after the election
of what group service position? GSR

3. What does the DCM pass on to the area delegate
and the area committee? The Districts Thinking

5. What pamphlet provides basic information on the
DCM position? Your DCM
6. DCM elections should happen before the election
of what area service position? Area Delegate
7. Who is the essential link between the GSR and the
area delegate? DCM
8. Population density and geographic size are key
factors in determining the size of what? District
9. How many years does a DCM serve? Two

Bridging the Gap (non-voting)
Jessica E. btgchair@aa-montana.org

Webmaster (non-voting)
Corrections
Brandon M. webmaster@aa-montana.org
Jeremiah S. corrections@aa-montana.org
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CONFIDENTIAL
Please share this newsletter with your group!

Triangle Subscription Form
Want a subscription for yourself, a friend, or a group?
Return this form to the address below or subscribe online
at aa-montana.org.
Group Name: __________________________________________
GSR/Contact:___________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________
City, St., Zip:_____________________________________________
Phone No.:______________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________
SEND TO:
AREA 40 TRIANGLE
P.O. Box 852
Milltown, MT 59851
Make checks payable to Area 40, Inc.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION:
Groups are encouraged to be self-supporting
for their Triangle subscription fee. “Expired” above the mailing address indicates
the subscription has expired. Due to Past Actions of the Area Assembly, all groups
will receive the Triangle regardless of subscription status.

Mail Group Contributions
Area 40, Inc.
P.O. Box 3826
Missoula, MT 59806
Make checks payable
to Area 40, Inc.

GSO
P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
Make checks payable to GSO
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